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edited by ronald W walker
stupefied
stupifled
stuplgied
stupi
sorted till 1I was stupified
fled
fied james boswell penned in his jourin june 1786 he was of course trying to arrange the mountains
nal injune
injure
of material he had collected on samuel johnson before starting the
batters
lat ters biography
latters
latter day saint historians have experienced
similar despair the large LDS related manuscript collections that
must be mastered have been both the boon and bane of the historians
craft

therefore scholars will presumably greet this issue of the historians corner as a mixed blessing dr roger launius who is currently
a civilian historian with the US air force military airlift command
describes an important manuscript collection that LDS scholars have
scarcely mined the papers of the american home missionary sociistead research center in new orleans
amistead
Am
ety AHMS located at the aminstead
louisiana help to illustrate mormonism throughout its nineteenth
century hegira written by congregational presbyterian dutch
reformed and associate reformed frontier ministers the LDS
related papers in the AHMS collection provide an outside and not
always friendly view of the saints consequently they help to explain the negative image of nineteenth century mormonism a continuing interest of present day scholars
THE AMERICAN HOME missionary SOCIETY
AND MORMONISM

collection

roger launius
historians of american religion have long known of the wealth of
material contained in the collection of the american home missionAmistead
ary society AHMS located at the aminstead
amistead research center the
roger launius a civilian historian with the military airlift command united states air force has recently
finished a two volume dissertation at louisiana state university on joseph smith 111
III
lii
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old US mint new orleans louisiana

occupying 234.8
254.8
2348
2548 linear
feet of shelf space the AHMS collection is a significant part of the
centers holdings and consists of over 100000 letters from calvinist
ministers traveling on the american frontier as well as 150 letterpress
books containing official correspondence from the new york office
although the collection dates from 1816 to 1936 the great bulk
of the material is dated between 1826 and 1893 the effective period
societys
of the socie
tys existence the incoming correspondence of the AHMS
collection is arranged alphabetically by state and chronologically
within states it contains letters from missionaries in every state and
territory except alaska arizona and new mexico having exception1

ally large sets from missionaries in illinois iowa michigan new
york ohio and wisconsin the outgoing letterpress books are
bound and filed chronologically 2 most of the letters concerning the
latter day saints are found in the following state subsections

inclusive

state
california
colorado
idaho
illinois
missouri

new york
ohio
utah

dates
1849
1860
1872
1839
1831
1819
1831
1864

quantity
1

box
box

1

folder

46

7

boxes

39

1

box

31

9 boxes

38
93

4 boxes

93
93
93

1

2

folders

A major difficulty of the collection for historians interested in utah
mormonism will be two significant gaps in the incoming correspondence for some unknown reason no letters exist for any states
operations during 1874 75 and 1878 91 in spite of this problem
the letters found for other periods still make this collection a valuable
resource
aminstead
Amistead research center
the amistead

six
was founded in 1966 by the american missionary society and si
ix affilia
filiated
ted colleges to preserve materials relating to more than one hundred and fifty years of religious activity of
calvinist churches especially among american blacks the aminstead
Am istead research center new orleans the
amistead
aminstead
nde
amistead
Am istead research center nd1
ap 1 2 see also william warren sweet the congregationalists A collnd pp
source maren
marer
zas
lay
materials
Mater
ection of
las vol 3 of religion on the american frontier 17831850
1783 1850 chicago university of
ofsomrre
social and intellectual history oven
chicago press 19391
over district the socialandintellectual
1939 whitney R cross the burned overdistrict
19591
of enthusiastic
cornell university press 1950 louis
thusia stic religion in western new york 18001850
1800 1850 ithaca NY
filler the crusade against slavery 1830 1860 new york harper 1960 clifford S griffin their
peps moral stewardship in the united states 1800 1865 new brunswick NJ rutgers
pers
brothers kee
keepers
1960
university press 1960.
2 holdings of the amistead
aminstead
istead research center new orleans louisiana june 1981 mimeograph pamAm
phlet in possession of author
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the american home missionary society was founded

in 1826 to
provide money and leadership to fledgling calvinist groups on the
american frontier and to support their efforts until they could become self sufficient within a year of its organization the society had
a budget of 18000 and employed 169 missionaries in fifteen states
by 1832 it supported 506 missionaries in twenty states 3 the society
continued to grow almost steadily thereafter
for the student of mormon history the AHMS collection could
be of value principally because of the correspondence sent by missionaries to the central office each man working for the society was
required to make periodic reports to supervisors although these
generally contained accounts only of current activities number of services held number of conversions and general comments on the state
of the mission in some cases ministers wrote about the activities of
other protestant denominations about the success of revivals about
the nature of life and culture in their districts and in a few cases
about the early mormon movement
the ministers observations were based on experience with the
latter day saints at the local level the AHMS missionaries had no
sympathy with mormonism and commented harshly but oftentimes
with a freshness not seen among others
twenty five missionaries in new
in 1830 the AHMS had over twentyfive
york state geneva a small town about twenty miles southeast of
palmyra was the seat of the society s western new york district mission aries operating in the area quickly learned about joseph smith
sionaries
jr and his work john sherman congregational missionary at
Co
colesville wrote of his personal experiences with mormonism 1 I
lesville
will relate a circumstance that has given me pain sherman wrote to
his superiors in a november 1830 report
A member of the church at sandford a young female has renounced

her connexion with the church and joined another a church in
Colesville founded by joseph smith
this man has been known
in these parts for some time as a kind of charlatan who has preac &c
ac the
tended through a glass to see money under ground &c
book on which he founds his new religion is called the book of
mormon
it contains not much and is rather calculated to suit
no man in
the marvelous and unthinking part of the world
his right mind can think the book or the doctrines it contains worthy
rhe
the papers odthe
daniel G horvath ed A guide to the microfilm edition odthe
ofthe
ofthe
of rge
of the american home misMicro filming corporation of america 1975
microfilming
sionary society 1816 1826 1894 1936 glen rock NJ
pp
ap 1 5
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of the least notice yet there are a number who profess to believe
in it 4

observations by missionaries in ohio missouri and illinois are
equally intriguing for example one congregational minister from
gainesville
painesville
Paines ville ohio wrote to the socie
societys
tys new york office in 1831
complaining of the rise of the mormon community at kirtland the
sweep of this new denomination in this vicinity has been humiliating
& distressful
however the files containing correspondence by
AHMS missionaries from western illinois during the 1840s are by far
the most useful of those files treating early mormonism society missionaries
sion aries wrote extensively about nauvoo society politics culture
and religion they particularly directed their comments toward the
relationship of the saints with the rest of society for instance on
5 july 1839 the reverend T K hawley wrote from laharpe
laharve located
in the northeastern part of hancock county to his superiors about
the mormon migration from missouri
the population of this vicinity is increasing quite rapidly but much of this increase is not of a
mormons have recently
very desirable character three families of cormons
come in & others are expected 6
the reverend milton kimball who operated an AHMS mission
in augusta a farming community in the southeastern part of hancock
county began his work in early 1844 in a series of letters spanning
societys
three years he wrote to the socie
tys directors never failing to mention
cormons as evils worse than famine &
the saints describing the mormons
and as malignant fanatics thieves robbers & assaspestilence
sins on principle the reverend kimball exclaimed
5

we know that god can arrest and

fix the attention of men amidst the
excite ments which agitate this region infested with mormonism
strong excitements
but how few will see the hand of god in such a calamity as the location
cormons in this county although it is as true that he has sent
of the mormons
them as that he sent the lice or the frogs upon egypt we know that we
ought to seek him who has smitten us for help

out

of the mormon adversity the residents of the county could
become better christians the reverend told his superiors 7
ohn sherman to absolem peters 18 november 1830 AHMS collection the reverend wesley P
ajohn
4john
walters suggests that the woman referred to in this reference may have been emily austin wesley P
walters me
the abduction of emily austin address to the john whitmer historical association annual
meeting 25 september 1982 st louis mo
william M adams to absolem peters 14 march 1831 AHMS collection
T K hawley to milton badger 5 july 1839 AHMS collection
at
6t
milton kimball to milton badger 11 november 1844 15 may 1845 10 february 1845 AHMS
collection
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following letter describes from a non mormon perspective
the interaction of the saints and the other residents of hancock
county the reverend kimball probably spoke for many of the non
mormons of the area when he described the saints block voting patcormons
terns and their courting of officials his charge that latter day saint
it voters never think or reason but go by direction of immediate
revelation to the party that will give the most and hence there is no
portion of the people so highly valued by our demagogues as the mor
mons is of particular interest 8 but the reverend kimball also wrote
forebodingly of future conflict between the saints and the gentiles in
the county suggesting that peaceful coexistence was no longer possible and concluding that in order to avoid open conflict the saints
would have to leave the county or the citizens have some better
pledge of safety than the principles or practices of the mormons
cormons have
Kim balls letter of 11 november 1844
hitherto afforded them
kimballs

the

follows

9

augusta han co 111
ili
ill
lii

11

nov 1844

cor secy AHMS
owing to the delays in procuring my commission it did not arrive till some four months of the year had elapsed & I1
thought it best to include in my first report one half the year specially
as in these times postage is a consideration & a draft upon NY in these
distant parts of fifty dolls is much more salable than one of half the
amount
1I have pursued my work the last six months under circumstances
of much difficulty we learn that at the east you have of late witnessed two great revivals the one of politics the other of business the
former we have had in common with you but the revival of business
has hardly reached us the destructive rains of the last two seasons having cutoff
cut off most of the surpluss produce but instead of this the revival
of mormon agitation has swept like a hurricane over these parts leaving
many marks of its destructive fury it has not yet ceased and tho there
is now an apparent calm it cannot cease until this whole region is abanmormons or the citizens have some better pledge of safety
doned to the cormons
than the principles or practices of the mormons
cormons have hitherto afforded
this may have been a reference to the sixth congressional district election of 1843 in which hyrum
smith at the direction of the prophet proclaimed a revelation which stipulated that the saints should vote
for the democratic candidate joseph P hoge in this case the mormon vote gave hoge the election for
while hoge won a majority of votes in the district receiving 7796 ballots to 7222 for the whig cyrus
walker hoges plurality in nauvoo was an overwhelming 2088 to 733 see george R gaylor the mor
rae Il
mons and politics in illinois 1839 1844 journal
illinois
the
journalofthe
linoir state historical society 49 spring 1956
of tae
48 66 robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi urbana university of illinois press
lisy pp
1965
ap 234 39 theodore H pease illinois election returns 1818 1848 collections of the illinois
19651
state historical library 18 1925
140
1923 117 125 140.
19231
milton kimball to milton badger 11 november 1844 AHMS collection 1I have maintained kimballs
Kim balls
spelling and punctuation throughout this document including cross outs and underlining
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them we know that nothing should separate christians from god the
rock of their strength but the temptation amidst such causes of constant irritation as here exist is very great to indulge such feeling as cannot consist with acceptable prayer we have reason to believe that the
brethren notwithstanding that our people have maintained to some
good degree the spirit of prayer and I1 believe that last summer we
were saved from witnessing scenes of massacre by by sic the prayers of
those that trusted in god he heard their cry and restrained the rage
of those who delight in war
what will be the end of these things we cannot conjecture the
mormons
cormons
thein union & a head capable
great question now is will god give theal
like jo of putting down the factions if so they will be formidable
beyond what is commonly imagined scarcely had they commenced
their city when they obtained the control of the legislation of the state
acquired privileges which no others would have the impudence to ask
for and they have maintained an influence over the other departments
of government wholly disproportionate to their numbers this is done
by the same means that have expelled the bible from so many of the
schools of N york
nauvoo is a true daughter of rome & has played the harlot with the
political parties in the same manner & with similar success
the party
subserviency the voters never think or reason but
press she has held in subservincy
go by direction of immediate revelation to the party that will give the
most and hence there is no portion of the people so highly valued by
our demagogues as the mormons
mormons the romanist always excepted since
cormons
the government of the county has fallen into the hands of these men
our people feel themselves in great difficulty but god will scatter his
enemies and save his heritage

the arrangement that all the missionaries shall preach on the subject of
am glad to see adopted
soon preach on that subject

home miss

1I

&

if it pleases the lord

1I

shall

yours in the lord
milton kimball

almost at the same time the majority of the church migrated to
the great basin under brigham youngs leadership AHMS missionaries began moving into western territories to organize calvinist congregations
gregat ions soon after arriving in mid 1864 to oversee the AHMS
activities in colorado the reverend jonathan blanchard began to
hear stories about a fruitful missionary field in utah and became intensely interested in opening a mission for the benefit of the non
mormons
cormons living in the territory consequently on 10 october 1864
the reverend blanchard wrote to milton badger corresponding
secretary for the society explaining the opportunity for the AHMS in
utah and asking permission to begin work there salt lake city has
twenty thousand people without religious teaching except the ribald
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mormons
Mor
arc growing
babbling of cormons
mons he told badger the children are
up without sabbath schools and there are not one hundred decent
books in the whole territory
if the gospel is preached in the
whole territory I1 do not know where 10
just a few days before sending this request the reverend blanchard
had written to brigadier general patrick edward connor commander
of the district of utah to inquire about the potential for a non
mormon mission in salt lake city general connor and his third
california volunteers comprising between 750 and 1500 troops
had been mustered into the union army and sent to utah in 1862 to
protect the overland stage and telegraph routes during the civil war
mormons
Mor
mons
to prevent indian hostilities and to keep an eye on the cormons
immediately tensions between the mormon and gentile populations
had arisen prompting general connor to boast that he would invite hither a large gentile and loyal population sufficient by peaceful
mormons by
means and through the ballot box to overwhelm the cormons
mere force of numbers 12 he soon found what he thought was an
ideal means of luring gentile immigrants into the territory when he
discovered valuable minerals in the canyons surrounding salt lake city
the following letter is connors reply to the reverend blanchard
it invites the AHMS to begin work in the territory promises military
protection if necessary and predicts that the non mormon population of utah will increase rapidly as a result of mining interests and
other opportunities in the region A transcription of connors letter
follows13
follows13

headquarters

HEAD
BEAD QUARTERS DISTRICT OF UTAH
camp douglas utah territory
near great salt lake city

october 251 1864

rev
regjj blanchard
revj
prest wheaton college
wheaton ills
dear sir

your favor of the 6t
dinst
at inst
making
inquiry concerning the gentile population of G S lake city and the
practicability of establishing an orthodox church therein has been
received in response 1I have to say that the present gentile population
fronk four to five hundred
of salt lake city numbers perhaps from
jonathan blanchard to milton badger 10 october 1864 AHMS collection
deje
Dese
ideseret
deserea
deseref
ref news 29 october 1862 leonard J arrington and davis bitton the mormon experience A
history of the latter day saints new york alfred A knopf 1979 p 172
12 general connor is quoted from arrington and bitton
the mormon experience p 174
brigadier general patrick E connor to jonathan blanchard 25 october 1864 AHMS collection 1I
have maintained connors spelling and punctuation including where he has crossed out words and where he
10

has written capital letters over small ones
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including many families this class is increasing very rapidly and without being too sanguine 1I feel justified in saying that in another twelve
months the permanent gentile population will number not less than
two thousand already a large portion of the business community is
lies and the country and trade being opened up
lles
iles
composed of gentiles
ntiles
nt
antiles
here in the heart of the continent are attracting hither capital enterprise and ability
the development of the silver mines in near proximity to the city is progressing with wonderful energy and rapidity
and there is now adjoining the mines in rush valley a town of no less
than forty comfortable houses already erected most of these are ten
anted by families who are almost exclusively gentiles the great want
however which has long been sorely felt by the gentiles in this territory has been and still is an orthodox christian ministry now they
have no place to attend on the sabbath for public worship nor are the
restraining and humanizing influences of the christian religion thrown
around the community to me it has long been a source of no little
surprise that while the several denominations of the church send their
parts
bounds of the earth
missionaries to the uttermost bounds
to redeem
usi thought that here between either
Serio
seriously
serlo
mankind it has never been seriousi
verge of the great continent is to be found the grandest field for missionary labor
leaving out of view entirely the wants and religious
necessities of the soldiers of this command and gentiles congregated
here the mormon people themselves have greater need of missionary
labor than any other people or community on the face of the
earth
a
ifirpreference for any sect or division of the
without expressing any
aey
ant preference
church I1 would in common with hundreds soon to be augmented to
thousands of my fellow citizens here hail the coming of a man of
god to teach christ and him crucified in this community
1 haye
re
in reference
ferenee to the other point suggested by you
yett
rota
rola I have to add

he

no I1

thae so long at least as the troops remain here freedom of opinion
that
and the expression of it in its broadest american sense will be protected and a church could be established here without any apprehenI1 have every
sion of interference from the mormon authorities
confidence too that an orthodox minister would be well sustained in
a pecuniary point of view but with the organization for missionary purposes now so happily extant throughout our country this could surely be but a trifling point in the consideration of the question
1I have the honor to remain

very respectfully
your obt
serat
abt servt
P edn connor
brig geni US vols
comdg dist

although general patrick connors dreams of flooding the salt
lake valley with gentile settlers did not materialize on the basis of
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brigadier general patrick edward connor
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his favorable report about prospects in utah the AHMS sent norman
mcleod to salt lake city in early 1865 thus opening the first congregational
gregat ional mission in the territory 14 the reverend mcleod immediately began sending to his new york supervisors picturesque
descriptions of the mormon kingdom the first missionaries encountered some opposition from the saints and virtually every letter
described an actual or perceived threat to the welfare of the mission
these men also reported on their general lack of success among the
mormons
cormons
Mormons on their efforts to maintain an operation in the great
basin and on political problems between the saints and the union 15
numerous letters other than those in this article could be
quoted however this note has only described the AHMS collection
it has introduced the contents of the collection by quoting two letters
and excerpts from other letters that show the tenor of the collections
holdings about the latter day saints much more remains to be done
with this rich source of primary material its use could broaden the
scope of mormon scholarship beyond denominational studies creating a more rounded portrait of the churchs
churche history the american
home missionary society collection is readily available at the
aminstead
Amistead research center but it is also accessible on microfilm for
amistead
those researchers who cannot travel to new orleans the microfilm
collection containing 385 reels of 35mm film can be purchased from
the center along with a guide briefly describing the holdings 16
there is unfortunately no general index to the collection however
a search of the state files listed previously should allow historians to
mormons
Mormons
focus on virtually all correspondence relating to the cormons

the latter day saints lincoln
arlington great basin kingdom an economic history oftle
leonard J arrington
of fhe
oftbe
ap 40 86
Vm edition pp
university of nebraska press 1958 pp
ap 201 2 and horvath guide to the Micro
microfilm
norman
5norrnan mcleod to milton badger 21 august 1865 and jonathan blanchard to milton badger
11 february 1865 both in AHMS collection
aim
dim
horvath guide to the Micro
microfilm
fim edition
14 14leonard
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